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Abstract: After a brief definition of the elite as influencing the scientific products beyond the current science
boundaries, the researcher proposes a coherent conceptual framework on the elite for the scientific products
with special goal for the thesis dissertation production. This framework is exactly based on the value
consideration, the academic and research ethic with focusing on the scientific value-added. The paper intended
both to elaborate the incremental (big-bang, intuitive and thinking approaches) and passage stages (knowledge,
mastery, confidence and got-shot) as well as the implementations.
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INTRODUCTION Differences in weight and size of a person’s brain do

One of the most remarkable aspects of the adult
nervous system is the human brain. The human brain
controls memory, vision, learning, thought,
consciousness and other activities. By means of
electrochemical impulses the brain directly controls
conscious or voluntary behavior. It also monitors,
through feedback circuitry, most involuntary behavior
and influences automatic activities of the internal organs
[1]. During fetal development the foundations of the mind
are laid as billions of neurons (100 billion) form
appropriate connections and patterns. No aspect of this
complicated structure has been left to chance. The basic
wiring plan is encoded in the Genes. Nerve cells are
created in or travel to designated regions of the brain and
once in place send out axons along preprogrammed paths
to make contact with specific targets. The brain's billions
of neurons connect with one another in complex
networks. Then physical and mental functioning depends
on the establishment and maintenance of neuron
networks. A person's habits and skills such as nail-biting
or playing a musical instrument become embedded within
the brain in frequently activated neuron networks. When
a person stops performing an activity, the neural networks
for the activity fall into disuse and eventually may
disappear [1-2].

not correlate with differences in mental ability. The adult
human brain normally weighs from 1.0 to 1.5 kg (2% to 3%
lbs). The work of the brain is similar to a combination of a
computer and a chemical factory. So take good care of
your PC [1].It is widely assumed that being elite is based
solely on the power of the brain activities and its
environments. What does it mean by elite? The oxford
pocket dictionary of current English 2008 describes elite
as “a group of people considered being the best in a
particular society or category especially because of their
power and talent [2-3].

In other words the elite is a person who by virtue of
position or education exercises, much power on influence
[4] or someone who is among the best at certain task [4-5].
It seems to me the elite have been influencing the
scientific products beyond the current science
boundaries.

Toward the Conceptual Framework on the Elite: Our
primary purpose at the university is to produce research
and scholarly work. Students will always keep working
and Applying to those places and trying to get in because
the aura of the intellectual attainment produced by
precisely those scholarly accomplishments will always act
as a powerful draw. Such students trying to create and
utilize the intellectual atmosphere for the scientific
productions (Table 1).
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Fig. 1: A Conceptual framework on the elite (this pattern was designed and presented by Prof. N.G. Ghourchian)

Table 1: The intellectual atmosphere for the scientific productions that
mainly used by students

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Chronology Article Art exhibit review
Correction Bibliography Dance performance review
Addition Biographical item Excerpt
Discussion Book review Fiction creative prose
Item about individual  note Correction Film review
TV review Database review Music performance review
Radio review Editorial material Music store
Video review Hardware review Music score review

Letter Poetry
Meeting abstract Record review
News item Script
Reprint Theater review
Review TV review
Software review Radio review

In the digital age, the production of thesis and
dissertation by the elite of university, Research University
or super research university remain the main tasks with
the help of theoretical frameworks that connect increasing
managerially in higher education with the promises of
profit-making in the new knowledge economy [6].

In this paper, the researcher provides the conceptual
framework  on  the   elite   for  production  of  dissertation.
The thesis and dissertation of the elite must produce and
provide one of the following items:

Provides a framework, theory and model.
Produces Meta theory and Paradigm.
Produces a Negative result and antis.
Contradicts existing knowledge (Paradox).
Develops new methodology and tool.
Creates a special virtual system.
Derives superior algorithms.
Produces an ambitious system.
Develops an Exclusive hypothesis its validation and
patent.
Provides new empirical data.
Thoroughly explores an area.
Experimentally validates theory and phenomena.
Resolves new and long-standing question.
Open up new area, Concept and Innovation [7-8].

The researcher portraits the following conceptual
framework based on passage stages of knowledge,
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